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Abstract
Purpose: The present study seeks to examine the efficacy of different training modalities
on increasing workplace learning, representatives' intent to transfer what they learned into
their work, and importantly how training impacts actual work performance. These relationships are tested in the context of a Chinese division of a multinational pharmaceutical company, where pharmaceutical representatives are tasked with relaying relevant efficacy and
safety information on pharmaceutical products to health care professionals who prescribe
them to patients.
Methods: The present study employed a three-group between-subjects experimental design.
Representatives received varying forms of training (instruction only, instruction plus reflection, and instruction, reflection, plus direct feedback; Gibbs, 1981; Gibbs & Simpson, 2005)
based on experimental conditions. After three training sessions over the course of six weeks,
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representatives were assessed on how much they learned in the training and their actual
work performance through observer assessment of meetings with health care professionals,
facilitated by the representatives.
Findings: In this study, it was found that the process of actively reflecting on what was
learned in training led to increased learning, as well as increased performance, compared to
simply studying the material. However, receiving direct feedback on training performance,
combined with active reflection training, did not provide any further benefits in terms
of learning or work performance. Notably, there were no differences in intent to transfer
learned material to work, as all conditions reported high levels of transfer intention.
Conclusion: The finding provides insightful evidence to support the benefits of fostering
trainees' active reflections for work-based learning in the Chinese industry training scenario. In contrast, receiving direct comments on how students performed from a manager or
trainer, as well as advise on how do better in the future, had no effect on increasing learning
or performance. Although the effect of direct feedback is not statistically significant in this
context, further research should be done in understanding individuals' thoughts and behaviors when received direct feedbacks received in workplace training. Relatively little workplace research has assessed both workplace learning and performance in the same study,
specifically in the Chinese context. While training efficacy likely varies across cultures to
begin with, compensation structures in China do not provide the same monetary incentives
for workplace learning (i.e. chance to increase income) as Western culture. This means that
any way to increase workplace learning should be of extra value, as employees otherwise
may not engage in it at all.
Keywords: Transfer of Training, Performance, Workplace Learning, Self-Directed Learning,
Vocational Education and Training, VET

1

Introduction

Learning is something humans do throughout their lifespans. Learning is most closely associated with school, but happens at home, in social situations, and in the workplace. Perhaps
because of this association with school, many adults assume that once they are done with
school, they are done learning; they have paid their dues to education. However, recognizing
that workplace learning is beneficial and pursuing learning opportunities are both n
 ecessary
for successful development of employees (Matthews, 1999). In China, the formalized p
 ractice
and study of workplace learning is relatively new (Liu et al., 2020). China is one of the world's
largest economies, with around 800 million workers in total (The World Bank, 2022). If
the fundamental assumption of workplace learning is true, that employees who engage in
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 orkplace learning will outperform those who do not, due to their increased knowledge,
w
skills, and abilities (Hager, 2005), the optimization of workplace learning programs in the
Chinese context will lead to distinct advantages for firms that utilize it.
The assumption that workplace learning leads to increased workplace performance depends on the willingness of the employee to put what they have learned into practice. In other
words, they must have the intention to transfer what they have learned into their workplace
tasks (Yamnill & McLean, 2001). Blume et al. (2019) proposed a dynamic theory of training
transfer which posits that employees' attempts to transfer learned material to practice need
to be supported through feedback and allowed time to adjust to the new methods of carrying
out their tasks. This model is notable for proposing multiple iterations of learning and transfer opportunities when measuring the efficacy of a training program.
Thus, the goal of the present study is to assess which workplace training methodologies
are most effective at not only increasing knowledge but also workplace performance in Chinese workplaces. Specifically, the present study poses the following question: ''When seeking
to train employees who are not necessarily 'new' on the job, what methods are most effective
in facilitating learning, and subsequent transfer of that learned information or skills into
practice (specifically in a Chinese context)?''
Transfer of Training
While learning for learning's sake is certainly a noble goal on its own (in an academic's opinion, that is), the end goal of most workplace learning programs is to facilitate performance
gain. To translate training into practice, the knowledge, skills, and/or abilities (KSAs) gained
from training must be transferred into the actual job context (Blume et al., 2010). While
some research has directly measured performance, still too many studies focus solely on learning outcomes only (Baldwin et al., 2017). Without an accurate picture of the mechanisms
animating the process of turning learned KSAs into actual increases in work performance,
massive investments in workplace learning programs, on the part of large corporations, risk
being completely wasted (Ford et al., 2018).
The message made clear by prior research is that studies should emphasize both learning
and related performance outcomes, and should ideally be conducted in real work settings
with real employees (Baldwin et al., 2017; Blume et al., 2010; Ford et al., 2018). Research
conducted in this manner adds to the generalizability of the relationship between workplace
learning and job performance.

1.1

Intent to Transfer Training

A primary driver of whether material learned in training is actually transferred into practice
is the extent to which the learner intends to incorporate what they have learned into their
work; which is known as the Intent to Transfer Training (Gegenfurtner et al., 2009). The
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learner is ultimately in control of their own actions in most circumstances encountered in a
workplace training context. Therefore, it makes fundamental sense as to why it would be important to follow workplace training practices which promote engagement and buy-in from
the learners, which will lead to higher rates of intent to transfer the learned material into their
jobs (Curado et al., 2015; Wen & Lin, 2014a).
Past research on program features which promote transfer intentions, via learner engagement and buy-in, include critical thinking-oriented reflection tasks and direct feedback from
supervisors/teachers (Gibbs & Simpson, 2005). Additionally, programs which support high
self-efficacy in the learners, often by providing a supportive environment for training transfer
in addition to the training itself, are associated with higher intent to transfer training, regardless of specific features of the program (Islam, 2019; Khan et al., 2015; Wen & Lin, 2014b).

1.2

Training Methods to Improve Learning/Performance

Much prior research has focused on what features of training programs lead to the most
learning and, through transfer, performance (Blume et al., 2010; Blume et al., 2019; see Gegenfurtner et al., 2009). Two facets of training stand out, based on principles laid out by
Gibbs and colleagues: Engaging in active learning through reflecting on the material covered
in training and receiving direct feedback and advice from supervisors (Gibbs, 1981; Gibbs &
Simpson, 2005; Hinrichs, 2014). While school education emphasises a more broad-based development of subject domain knowledge, work-based training is more task-oriented (Anseel
et al., 2009), focusing on specific professional skills that must be applied well in specific positions; however, both sites share similar learning objectives for the processes and outcomes.
Reflections and feedbacks are two main interventions that have been applied in various
educational context (for critical thinking of novice nurses, see Forneris & Peden-McAlpine,
2007; capacity of midwifery students, see Sweet et al., 2019; for medical students, see White et
al., 2009) to improve student-centre task performance. One of the previous studies compared
prompts with a purely reflective effect and reflective prompts grounded in self-regulated learning, which effectively improve the reflective process (van den Boom et al., 2004). Further,
consistent self-reflections and peer feedback are addressed to be beneficial in groupwork
and growth in problem-based group learning (Holen, 2000). Moving from school-sites to
work-place training, reflections and feedbacks are playing essential roles in performance;
therefore, it is essential to apply appropriate intervention that foster active reflection and
instant feedback.
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1.2.1 Active Reflection
Reflection is an important phase in self-regulated learning (SRL) frameworks (Pintrich, 1995;
Winnie & Hadwin, 1998; Zimmerman, 1989). According to Zimmerman (1989), SRL is a cyclical learning processes containing three phases, namely forethought (understand the task,
set goals, and plan for achieving goals), performance (adapt to appropriate strategies throughout the task), and self-reflection (reflect on the whole process and internalize knowledge
and skills learned in the task for further study). SRL has been proved to be effective strategies
in driving deep learning processes and better performance outcomes (Azevedo et al., 2004;
Greene et al., 2010; Ifenthaler, 2020). Researchers are investigating ways to promote selfregulated learning behaviours in learners. Recent studies have begun to investigate the three
stages of SRL on a micro-level; for example, high performers exhibited more after-thought
phase of SRL (e.g., monitoring) strategies, while low performers tended to orient and reorient
(forethought phase of SRL) throughout the task (Lajoie et al., 2021). In another study, Lajoie
et al. (2018) and colleagues find out that high performers spend more time than lows in a
subcategory of the reflection phase. Interestingly, it could be extremely exciting to encourage
the use of higher-level SRL strategies such as reflections to better support learners' higher
performance. Gibbs (1981) gives six 'stages' of the reflection cycle that should be completed
in order to obtain maximum understanding and internalization of the learned material: 1)
Description of the material, 2) Feelings toward the material, 3) Evaluation of the learning
process, 4) Analysis of the material (i.e., why it was important to learn), 5) Conclusion about
the material, and 6) Plan for implementation of material into practice.

1.2.2 Direct Feedback
Gibbs and Simpson (2005) also discuss the importance of direct feedback from supervisors in the learning and transfer processes. Feedback increases self-efficacy and
engagement with the training material, and is thought to be the single largest influence
on achievement, at least when it comes to student learning outcomes in traditional scholastic environments (Gibbs & Simpson, 2005; see also Winstone et al., 2017). However, it
should be noted that the feedback studied by Gibbs and others primarily refers to private
feedback, rather than publicly known feedback (i.e., peers do not see/hear the feedback
given). Gibbs and Simpson (2005) also reported that learners often disregarded feedback
when they performed poorly or if the feedback was overly harsh. Further, there are also
some debates about the effects of direct and indirect feedback. Some scholars believe that
direct feedback is more beneficial than indirect feedback (Elashri, 2013; Hashemnezhad
& Mohammadnejad, 2012), whereas others believe that indirect feedback has a greater impact on students (Jamalinesari et al., 2015); these studies all targeted at different
groups of participants from secondary school students to adult learners. Due to the fact
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that direct feedback is more effective in the context of work-based training (Gibbs &
Simpson, 2005), we will examine the effect of combining reflection with direct feedback
(Anseel et al., 2009) in this study.

1.3

Cross-Cultural Research on Workplace Learning

While workplace learning, and specifically transfer of said learning into practice, has long
been studied in organizational psychology (Ford et al., 2018), there exists relatively little research on the topic in non-Western settings. Perhaps this can be attributed to the lack of emphasis on the subject in some Eastern cultures, such as China (see Yan et al., 2001). However,
this is changing, as workplace learning is being noticed by Asian countries as a potential
avenue of gaining a competitive edge over rival firms (Li & Huang, 2011; Wang et al., 2010).
In China, only a few studies have directly addressed learning in the workplace setting
(Meng-Cheng & Su, 2015; Wang et al., 2021; e.g., Yan et al., 2001). The human resource development field as a whole is gaining traction in China, however, with several studies examining Chinese employee samples (Kim & McLean, 2014; Kim et al., 2006; Li & Huang, 2011).
Clearly, there is a strong need to address this gap in research by studying workplace learning
in Asia in general, and particularly in China.

2

Hypotheses

According to the literature review on theoretical backgrounds and empirical findings on reflections and feedbacks' positive significant influence on learning, three assumptions were
made on prompting active reflection and providing direct feedbacks' effects in transfer in
workplace training; specially, the three assumptions are listed below:
Hypothesis 1: Employees who are only given training sessions will learn less effectively
than will employees who engage in active reflection in addition to attending training s essions,
and these employees in turn will learn less effectively than will those who receive direct supervisor feedback in addition to attending training sessions and engaging in active reflection.
Hypothesis 2: The pattern of learning outcome differences predicted in Hypothesis 1 will
also apply to employee performance in the work setting.
Hypothesis 3: The pattern of learning outcome differences/work performance predicted
in Hypotheses 1 and 2 will also apply to the intent to transfer learned material to the work
setting.
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Methods

To examine our hypothesizes, a three-group between-subjects experimental design was used
in this study. We randomly assigned 192 participants in training with varying forms (i.e.,
instruction only, instruction plus reflection, and instruction, reflection, plus direct feedback;
Gibbs, 1981; Gibbs & Simpson, 2005). We elaborated the detailed processes and measurements in the following sections.

3.1

Design

The present study employed a three-group between-subjects experimental design with pharmaceutical representatives randomly assigned to one of three conditions. Condition 1 was
the "Learning-Only group", Condition 2 was the "Active Reflection" group, and Condition
3 was the "Feedback" group. The Learning-Only group received learning sessions only. The
Active Reflection group received the same learning sessions as the Learning-Only group, but
also completed active reflection activities to solidify and enhance their learning. The Active
Reflection condition involved assigning reflections tasks based on the model proposed by
Gibbs (1981), with prompts such as: ''Please describe in detail the main goals of this meeting
and evaluate how they have been achieved'', designed to lead representatives to critically consider the function of their training and whether or not its goals were successfully achieved.
The Feedback group received the same learning sessions as the Learning-Only group, completed the same active reflection activities as the Active Reflection group, but also received
direct feedback on their learning from a manager who conducted a group feedback session
reviewing performance in the training, as well as offering advice on how to improve as workers.

3.2

Participants

192 pharmaceutical sales representatives from a large, multi-national pharmaceutical company were recruited into the study by their employer. Representatives were 51.56% Female,
most were between 26-35 years old (65.1%), and had been employed in the pharmaceutical
sales industry from between five months and 20 years (M = 7.374, SD = 4.193) (see Table 1).
While four experimental conditions were initially planned, managers and representatives
who would have been assigned to a 'waitlist' condition wanted to be provided training as well
and were therefore added to the learning-only condition, as resources did not allow for their
inclusion into the other groups.
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Table 1: Sample Distribution: Pharmaceutical Representatives (N=192)
variables

n

%

Gender:

variables

n

%

1.8

1

0.52

M

92

47.92

2.0

13

6.77

F

99

51.56

3.0

16

8.33

3.5

3

1.56

Age:
21-25

22

11.46

4.0

11

5.73

26-30

54

28.13

5.0

22

11.46

31-35

71

36.98

6.0

21

10.94

36-40

30

15.63

7.0

18

9.38

Over 40 years old

14

7.29

8.0

12

6.25

9.0

11

5.73

Education level:
3 years diploma

51

26.56

9.3

1

0.52

Undergraduate

135

70.31

10.0

20

10.42

5

2.60

11.0

5

2.60

12.0

6

3.13

Medical related

109

56.77

13.0

7

3.65

Non-medical related

82

42.71

15.0

7

3.65

16.0

2

1.04

Postgraduate
Major:

Years of experience in the field of
pharma sales (y):
0.5

1

0.52

17.0

3

1.56

1.0

3

1.56

18.0

4

2.08

1.5

2

1.04

20.0

1

0.52

3.3

Measures

Throughout the workplace training period, we measured the participants' learning results,
training performance, and intent to transfer in interpreting the effects of our intervention on
the randomly assigned groups. The following sections described each measurement and the
sequence of data collection in details.

3.3.1 Learning
Representatives' learning was assessed using a 12-item exam which included items directly
related to what they had been assigned to learn, presented in multiple-choice format. The
following is a translated example of a question on the exam:
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Manager 'BN' was checking the preparations made by representative 'A' regarding the health
care professional meeting he will hold for next week. representative 'A' said: ''I have everything ready. Host and speakers are well arranged, the PowerPoint slides and the patients'cases,
applications and attendees are all ready to go''.
What option do you think best describes BN's most likely next question?
A. ''What is the budget for the meeting?''
B. ''What is the meeting host's mindset going in?''
C. ''What is the purpose of this meeting?''
D. ''What is the subject of this meeting?"

3.3.2 Performance
Representative performance was assessed by independent coding of seven prespecified behaviors during meetings with health care professionals (i.e., clients). Coding was carried out
by an independent team of three raters, who were trained by a supervisor, then watched the
recorded meetings separately. The raters then met together and compared their ratings, resolving any disagreements and arriving at a final rating for each meeting. Example behaviors
include a) utilizing a set of prepared questions to direct meeting conversation and b) summarizing and providing a recap of the meeting at its conclusion.
A secondary measure of performance was developed to assess performance when the representative was responsible for coaching a health care professional who was not the host of
the meeting, which included responding to questions accurately in a timely manner (i.e., not
needing to search notes to find answers), speaking for a substantial portion of the meeting,
and actively taking initiative to guide the meeting. All behaviors were coded as '1' if observed
and as '0' when not observed.

3.3.3 Intent to Transfer
Intent to transfer learned material was assessed using a Mandarin Chinese version of the 12item Reduced Instructional Materials Motivation Survey (RIMMS) scale, adapted from prior
research which has validated its use (Villena Taranilla et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020) to the
workplace training context. The RIMMS scale contains items concerning four facets of motivation to learn/utilize training: Attention paid to the training, perceived Relevance of the
material to work, Confidence in their ability to improve their performance using what they
have learned, and their Satisfaction with the training process as a whole. Example questions
are available upon request (in Chinese and English). The reliability of this scale was quite
high, as each 3-item subscale exceeded α = .975, though this is due to severe ceiling effects
(see below for more information).
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3.3.4 Self-Efficacy
Representatives were asked to evaluate the extent to which they felt confident in their ability
to take what they had learned and apply it in their job. Representatives rated this on a scale
of 0-100, with 0 meaning no confidence whatsoever and 100 meaning maximum confidence.
This measure was taken after each training session.
At the end of the experiment, representatives were also asked to retroactively rate their
own abilities in performing their job as they were at the start of the experiment, on the same
0-100 scale.

3.4

Procedure

Medical representatives were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions. Representatives in the learning-only condition were given access to the instructional material only,
attending learning sessions through an online learning platform. Representatives in the active reflection condition were given access to the instructional material, plus participated in
brief active reflection sessions with a manager after each learning session. Representatives in
the feedback condition were given access to the instructional material, participated in brief
active reflection sessions with a manager after each learning session (Villena Taranilla et al.,
2019; Wang et al., 2020), and they also received feedback on how they performed, as well as
ways to improve going forward, from their manager in a group setting.
Learning sessions occurred three times, once every two weeks, lasting approximately 60
minutes each time, with the reflection/feedback activities adding approximately 15/30 minutes to that training time, respectively. Prior to, and following, each learning session, representatives were asked to report their perceived self-efficacy regarding the learned material. Additionally, following each learning session, representatives were asked to report their intentions
to transfer what they learned into their work using the Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and
Satisfaction (ARCS) scale which is RIMMS Chinese Version (Loorbach et al., 2015). After the
final training session, representatives were given a 12-question exam covering the material
that they had been learning.
To obtain measures of performance, meetings involving hospital health care professionals, arranged by the representatives, were recorded. The meetings served as means by which
the company could promote and assure the safety of its products directly to medical personnel. These meetings were held online through video calls due to the COVID-19 Pandemic.
The Training Period started on the 1st of June and ended on the 7th of June. As shown in
Figure 1, the meetings took place after the Training Period, from Application Transfer Stage 1
(June 8, 2021, to June 22, 2021) to Application Transfer Stage 2 (June 23, 2021, to July 7, 2021)
for approximately six weeks total.
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While over 100 meetings took place, only 79 were recorded due to various hospital and
governmental regulations. These recordings were analyzed by a third-party team with predetermined markers to assess whether the representative had effectively facilitated the meeting
Figure 1: The Process of Experiment Conduct
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Results

It was hypothesized that different training protocols would lead to different learning scores
(Hypothesis 1) and work performance (Hypothesis 2) among pharmaceutical representatives. To test this, two univariate Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) analyses were performed
comparing the three experimental conditions on learning scores and work performance. As
an added measure of work performance, and thus an additional test of Hypothesis 2, three
Chi-Square analyses were performed comparing the three experimental conditions on the
frequency with which certain behaviors (speaking for a substantial portion of the meeting,
promptly answering questions, and taking initiative in directing the flow of conversation).
Additionally, it was hypothesized that different training protocols would lead to different
levels of intent to transfer training into work (Hypothesis 3) for pharmaceutical representatives. To test this, a third ANOVA analysis was performed comparing the three experimental
conditions on their intent to transfer scores.

4.1

Learning

Of the initial sample size of 192 pharmaceutical representatives, 38 did not take the concluding examination and were thus excluded from the analysis. This left a total sample size
of 154 representatives. All remaining subjects' residual scores fell within +/- 2.5 standard
deviations of their predicted scores, meaning that all were retained in the final analysis. The
learning-only group contained 78, the Active Reflection group contained 41 representatives,
and the Feedback group contained 39 representatives.
The ANOVA revealed a significant effect of experimental conditions on participants' final examination scores, F (2, 155) = 8.088, p < .001, ηp2 = .095. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 was
supported. Post-hoc analysis using Tukey's HSD formula was conducted. Specifically, the
Learning-Only (M = 56.68, SD = 16.185) group scored lower than either of the Active Reflection (M = 64.61, SE = 18.090; HSD = -7.93, p = .029) or the Feedback groups (M = 68.49, SE
= 12.685; HSD = -11.81, p < .001). However, contrary to expectations, the Active Reflection
and Feedback groups did not significantly differ from each other (HSD = -3.88, p = .523). See
Table 1 for condition means, sample sizes, and standard deviations.

4.2

Performance

A total of 79 pharmaceutical promotion sessions were recorded throughout the course of the
study. A univariate ANOVA was used to compare the experimental conditions on their performance scores during these sessions. The Learning-Only group contained 34 representatives,
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the Active Reflection group contained 12 representatives, and the Feedback group contained
33 representatives.
The ANOVA revealed a significant effect of experimental conditions on participants' meeting performance scores F (2, 76) = 10.227, p < .001, ηp2 = .212. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was
supported. Specifically, and similarly to Hypothesis 1, the Learning-Only (M = 2.74, SD =
1.421) group scored lower than did both the Active Reflection (M = 4.500, SD = 1.168) and
the Feedback groups (M = 4.152, SD = 1.642) (see Table 3). Again, and contrary to expectations, the Active Reflection and Feedback groups did not significantly differ from each other.
See Table 2 for condition means, sample sizes, and standard deviations.
Additionally, the performance of speakers who assisted in meetings was also compared
across groups using three Chi-Square analyses. The first analysis compared speakers on whether they satisfactorily responded to questions in a timely manner. The analysis found significant differences between groups (X2(2) = 10.241, p = .006, Cramer's V = .243), such that
the Active Reflection group and Feedback groups responded to questions better than did the
Learning-Only group.
The second analysis compared speakers on whether they contributed a significant amount
to the overall discussion in the meeting. The analysis found significant differences between
groups (X2(2) = 17.281, p < .001, Cramer's V = .312), such that the Active Reflection group
and Feedback groups contributed to the discussion more than did the Learning-Only group.
Table 2: Mean Learning Outcome Across Conditions
Learning Score (100 = Maximum Score)
Condition

n

Mean

Standard Dev.

Learning

78

56.68

16.185

Active Reflection

41

64.61

18.090

Feedback

39

68.49

12.685

Overall

158

61.65

16.642

Table 3: Mean Performance Score Across Conditions
Host Performance Score (7 = Highest
Performance)
Condition

n

Mean

Standard Dev.

Learning

34

2.74

1.421

Active Reflection

12

4.50

1.168

Feedback

33

4.15

1.642

Overall

79

3.59

1.653
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The third analysis compared speakers on whether they actively took initiative in the meeting. The analysis found no significant differences between groups (X2(2) = 1.745, p = .418,
Cramer's V = .100), meaning that groups did not differ in whether speakers actively took initiative during the meeting. This was likely due to a lack of noted instances of initiative-taking
across all groups.

4.3

Intent to Transfer

It was also hypothesized that the groups would differ in their intent to transfer their training
to their work. However, there were severe ceiling effects for all groups when assessing intent
to transfer. This made the analysis of group differences a moot point, as there was little observed variation in the sample overall. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was not supported.

4.4

Exploratory Self-Efficacy Analysis

Another indicator of learning, and potentially behavior change related to performance (see
Bandura, 1977; Bandura et al., 1999), is self-efficacy in performing one's job. However, accurate self-assessment requires knowledge of one's own lack of knowledge. In general, the
pharmaceutical representatives rated themselves quite highly on self-efficacy measures.
However, there was a sizeable amount of variation in how, when asked at the end of the study,
representatives retroactively assessed their own self-efficacy at the beginning of the study. To
assess whether this was due to group differences, a univariate ANOVA was run comparing
the groups on their ratings of what their 'true' self-efficacy levels were, in reality, at the start of
the study. In other words, this was a retroactive assessment of their own abilities prior to their
training. As there were no hypotheses made about differences in self-efficacy across groups,
this analysis and its results are strictly exploratory, and should therefore be interpreted with
caution.
The ANOVA revealed a significant effect of experimental conditions on participants'
retroactive self-efficacy scores F (2, 148) = 5.600, p = .005, Specifically the Learning-Only (M
= 6.48, SD = 10.81) group scored lower than did both the Active Reflection (M = 11.77, SD =
9.97). and the Feedback groups (M = 12.72, SD = 11.17). Similarly, to the previous analyses,
the Active Reflection group and the Feedback group did not differ from each other.

5

Discussion

Two of the three primary hypotheses of the study were supported (Hypotheses 1 and 2).
Representatives in the Active Reflection and Feedback conditions scored higher on both learning and performance than did representatives in the Learning-Only condition. However,
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conditions did not differ in their intent to transfer their training into their work (see limitations section below for likely explanations for why this occurred). This result is counter to
predictions made by past research which suggests that people who learn, engage with, and
attend to the contents of a training program should show higher levels of intent to transfer
what they learned into practice (e.g., Blume et al., 2010). While feedback from supervisors
was expected to provide some additional benefit to representative learning and performance
outcomes, though no benefit was found in the present study, which is similar to findings in
another Chinese sample (Wang et al., 2021). Given the support found for Hypotheses 1 and 2,
the present study lends weight to the argument that workplace learning does indeed translate
into work performance in the context of Chinese pharmaceutical representatives.
There are several main implications of this study. First, it has demonstrated that Chinese
workers are receptive to workplace learning programs, even though there are limited incentives for workplace learning in place relative to other cultures. Second, it has demonstrated
a link between workplace learning and directly observed work performance in the Chinese
context. Third, employees retroactively assessed their abilities to effectively carry out their
job tasks prior to learning, relative to their abilities at the end of learning, with those who
engaged only in learning rating their prior abilities most positively. This indicates that they
had actually gained the least knowledge over the course of the training program relative to
the other groups. Last but not least, implications for assessment methods in future workplace
learning are discussed.

5.1

Active Reflection

Reflecting on the study material was the component of training which showed an improvement over simply studying the material. Using activities based on Gibbs (1981), representatives
were led to consider more deeply what constituted optimal performance in their job and, importantly, why performing in a certain way was optimal. The success of the active reflection
intervention demonstrates that effective prompting of the reflective process is important for
improving learning performance in the workplace.

5.2

Direct Feedback

In this context, receiving direct feedback from a manager or trainer as to how they performed
in their training, as well as advice on how to improve in the future, was not of any benefit
in increasing learning or performance. One possible explanation is, as Blume et al. (2019)
mentions in his dynamic training transfer model, that the provided feedback was not completely observed and converted into trainees' own working strategies, and thus their learning
and performance outcomes are not highly dependent on whether or not they receive direct
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feedback. Compared with learners in school educational context, trainees who have started
their early career in the workplace evaluate the usefulness of feedback in various degrees
and might be more committed to their own style of working, thereby choosing not to accept
the direct feedback in work-based learning. Still, managerial feedback is considered to be
an important route to improved performance, so the lack of any effect here is worth noting.
Future study can further examine whether the trainees actually take the feedback and make
modification; moreover, it is also essential to investigate both external (i.e., environmental
and interactional) and internal (i.e., psychological) factors that influence learners’ behaviors
in tackling with feedback.

5.3

ARCS Measure

One notable outcome of this study was the lack of differentiation in the intent to transfer
learned material across conditions. The usage of the Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and
Satisfaction (ARCS) (Keller, 2009) model of motivation to utilize learned material RIMMS
scale (Loorbach et al., 2015) may have been ineffective in the Chinese context. While the
present study used an adapted version of the scale already translated into Mandarin Chinese
(Wang et al., 2020), representatives reported high levels of transfer intention across all conditions. This could be due to several factors. First, Chinese employees may be particularly
acquiescent and therefore tend to exaggerate the amount that they intend to cooperate with
management directives. Second, that the training involved primarily learning knowledge
(rather than skills or abilities) led to little reluctance to implement what they learned. Finally,
employees may have perceived a lack of anonymity for their responses. If this were the case,
they would feel pressured to respond positively to any evaluation of the training program or
company itself. It is possible that all three of these factors contributed to the ceiling effects
seen in the present study.

5.4

Assessment Methods

Although this study proves effective intervention of active reflection on transfer in workplace
learning, it is acknowledged that the transfer is a complex process. However, in this case,
the transfer occurred over a two-month period, with the emphasis on the representatives'
knowledge changing in a time-limited manner. And only a brief period following learning
was used to gather and evaluate participants' transfer processes. While effective training on
certain specialized abilities within a specified time frame is critical for organizational behavior, additional research on transfer in workplace learning should investigate the long-term
transfer consequences. For instance, to review trainees' working performance on a consistent
basis over a longer period of time. Apart from behavioral observations, it is recommended
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to combine behavioral assessment with other forms of assessing learning achievement (e.g.,
questionnaires to assess acquired knowledge, think-aloud protocols to assess changes in cognitive processes, and focus group interviews to obtain peer formative feedback, etc.).

6

Conclusion and Limitations

The present study provided a rare opportunity to measure learning and performance of Chinese pharmaceutical representatives engaged in workplace learning programs. Both learning
and actual performance were increased significantly by representatives engaging in active
reflection about the purpose of their training. The result provides insightful evidence to support the benefits of encouraging trainees' active reflections for work-based learning in the
Chinese industry training context. In contrast, receiving direct feedback on how students
performed from a manager or trainer, as well as guidance on how to better in the future, had
no effect on enhancing learning or performance. Although the effect of direct feedback is
not statistically significant in this context, more research should be done in understanding
individuals' thoughts and behaviors when received direct feedbacks received in workplace
training. Overall, in the Chinese context, where workplace learning is arguably underutilized
and certainly understudied, the present study contributed to the extant literature by demonstrating training methods which improve both the efficacy of workplace training initiatives
and result in real gains in work performance.
One limitation of the measures of performance used in the present study was the limited
availability of meeting recordings. Approximately half of the meetings which took place were
available to coders, meaning that half of the meetings were not rated, greatly reducing sample
size and statistical power. However, the ANOVA analysis of performance, while containing
unequal group sizes (see Table 1), did not violate any statistical assumptions: For example,
the assumption of equal variances across groups was met (Levene's Test p = .128), and residual plots showed no distinct patterns in errors. However, due to the unequal cell sizes in the
performance analysis, the results should be interpreted with some caution.
One primary feature of the Dynamic Transfer Model (Blume et al., 2019) is the assessment
of learning after each opportunity for transfer of training. In the present study, there were two
opportunities to transfer training, once midway through the training program, and once
after training had concluded. Learning, as well as intent to transfer training, was measured
at both times. However, the exam used to measure learning midway through the training
program showed very high scores across all conditions (likely due to representatives having
just learned the material immediately beforehand), and was therefore not useful for analysis
due to ceiling effects. Thus, the ability of the present study to adequately test the Dynamic
Transfer Model in its entirety is limited. This limitation is compounded by the ceiling effects
observed in the intent to transfer measure which was used. The intent to transfer ceiling
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effect is most likely due to social desirability bias on the part of the representatives, as well
as the identifiable nature of the data (representative names were linked with their responses
due to practical considerations involving the assignment of managers to training conditions).
In spite of these limitations, due to the unique nature of the sample, the measurement of
both learning and performance, and the truly experimental design used with random assignment, the present study retains more than enough value to contribute to the body of literature
regarding effective workplace learning practices.
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